February 20, 2013. These are the steps to reproduce the Tables in the Paper:

1) Create a folder on the Desktop called \revision_JIE or something similar. Inside create a subfolder named \data and another named \data\work. Create also a subfolder named /tables.

2) Place SOURCEDATA.ZIP in folder \data and unzip.

3) Run code 1_MERGER_XSECTION.DO. This produces the bilateral flows dataset for year 2000, named bilateral2000_zeros.dta, where all missing values in the bilateral trade and migration flows have been replaced by zeros. For trade flows we have two sets of data: CEPII and NBER-UN. We include both in the dataset. This code contains switches to produce alternative versions of the bilateral datasets for (trade and migration) flows where we do not replace the missing values with zeros.


4) Run 2_GRAVPOWER.DO. This file uses dataset bilateral2000_zeros.dta and estimates several versions of the pseudo-gravity models for trade flows and migration flows (linear, Poisson, with alternative sets of regressors), produces predicted bilateral values and then aggregates them to the country level. This is the default dataset. In it we have replaced missing values with zeros in the bilateral flows matrices. This code contains a switch to estimate our trade gravity models on the CEPII or on the NBER-UN data. The default output of this file is a country-level dta file containing the instruments, by the name of iv_zeros_fe2.dta.


5) Run 3_DIVERSITYINDEX.DO. This file is analogous to GRAVPOWER.DO (in the sense that it re-estimates the bilateral models, except for the FE models), produces bilateral predictions, and then collapses to produce the diversity/fractionalization indices (as opposed to the instruments for MSH and TSH). The output of the code is file INDEX_DIVERSITY2.DTA.


6) Run 4_MAKEDATAFILE.DO. This file merges all the country-level datasets to produce the MAIN DTA that will be used to estimate all the country-level regressions. This produces file MAINDATA_130221.DTA.


7) Estimate the main models and produce the Tables. This is done by running file 5_ALLTABLES.DO. IMPORTANT NOTE: The only data input into this file is MAINDATA_130221.DTA. Thus to produce the Tables with the Estimates you only need to run this code.


